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Todd Akin, the Missouri GOP senate nominee who recently said that “legitimate rape” rarely results in pregnancy, is in a new jam: his former campaign manager is now accused of assaulting a woman,
and a source close to the campaign says it’s proof that Akin is unfit for public office. In short, Akin campaign manager Jonathan M. Maloney is being charged with third-degree assault for allegedly beating
a woman last week — and the allegation comes from one of the woman’s friends who was present. ADVERTISEMENT The incident happened last week, when Akin’s former campaign manager allegedly
struck and threatened a woman at a party. According to a criminal complaint obtained by KMOV, Maloney accused the woman of attacking him and “ripping his shirt off.” When confronted, Maloney is
alleged to have “grabbed her breast over her shirt and told her to stop slapping him.” The party was organized by Lisa Durden, Maloney’s ex-wife. “Police in St. Louis this week filed a criminal complaint
charging Jon Maloney with third-degree assault, claiming that he punched the woman without provocation,” the New York Times reports. “It is common for women to press assault charges in cases of
domestic violence, but many women do not do so, for fear of retaliation.” In a statement, Akin has called the charges “very troubling” and said that he was unaware of them. He also maintained that,
contrary to news reports, the allegations didn’t have anything to do with the “legitimate rape” comments he made earlier this month. “With the claim that this assault involves legitimate rape, it’s a clear
attempt to derail this election,” he said. The Akin campaign has come under fire for its spending, which has sometimes appeared much larger than the campaign’s apparent size. The former state Senate
majority leader also received strong criticism for a fundraising video which featured a bleached-blond chimpanzee in a chocolate-brown “transparent” ape suit.Posts tagged ‘diabetes’ I’m going to assume
that all of you are frugal, so you already know that coupons are a great way to save money at the store, but did you know that when you are on a budget, coupons save you even more? All
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